Across
8. method used to vote for the popularity of the gods
12. The final home of Tantalus, Ixion and Sisyphus
14. Where the original titans built their home
15. Fate that makes the string of life
16. Heracles used this dangerous part of the Hydra on his own arrows
23. What Daedalus used to create the wings he and his son used
27. Woman who is said to introduce evil to the world
32. Mortal trapped in pit and teased by water and a tree
35. Poisonous river in the underworld
38. what was Prometheus's final punishment
41. The best place in the underworld
43. The most populated “field” in the underworld
44. The children before the Cyclops
45. God that punished Prometheus for poor choices
47. nickname of Hades
49. How Icarus and his dad escaped from the tower
52. Canine guardian of the underworld
54. The term used to refer to a titan with a throne
55. What Arachne and Athena were really good at doing
57. What happened to Icarus and Daedalus’s escape device

Down

Crossword is worth 15 points and wordfind is worth +3 EC (but ONLY if Crossword is completed). Crossword must be done first!!

1. the source of fear for Chronos
2. What Theseus used to get in and out of the Labyrinth safely
3. god who made the first race of man
4. weapon used to attack Uranus
5. Half man and half bull creature created to punish King Minos
6. Payment required to cross underworld river
7. Mazelike home of the minotaur
8. What Rhea was upset with Chronos doing to their children
9. The race of god that Zeus, Charon and Prometheus all belonged to
10. what existed before Uranus and Gaea
11. Tantalus’s son who was killed and cooked in a pie
12. weapon of Poseidon
13. the Olympian born from Zeus's brain
17. What body part of Prometheus the Giant Eagle would eat each day
18. Hades' helmet could do this
19. Gaea gave this titan a scythe
20. what happened to mankind during the War
21. God who gave up her throne and became god of the hearth 22.
Mortal who has to push a boulder up a hill
24. Getting to these “fields” three times was a special treat
25. What was created in Africa when Phaethon lost control of the chariot
26. Wife of Uranus who takes care of Zeus while he’s young
28. Dionysus steals this beautiful woman from Theseus
29. wife of Hephaestus and born of sea foam
30. Husband of Aphrodite who grew up on an island with giants
31. Fate that cuts the string of life
33. Fate that measures the length
34. Olympian whose human mother was killed by Zeus
35. This essentially causes the death of both Icarus and Phaethon
36. The rainbow messenger of Hera
37. When man learned how to make this, Prometheus was tortured
39. The god who tried to trick Heracles into holding the sky for him
40. Phaethon’s father who drives the sun chariot for Apollo
42. One-eyed beings who helped raise Hephaestus
44. God who was attacked with a scythe
46. who saved Prometheus from his torture
48. Creator of the 2nd race of man and husband to Pandora
50. What Athena turned Arachne into as a punishment for losing
51. Mortal tied to a burning wheel for flirting with Hera
53. Mother of Hestia and Demeter
56. what happened to Atlas after war

